In ancient times

the relationship between kings and their
gods was an uneasy one. Kings believed
themselves to be gods, intermediaries
between the gods and the people.
Throughout history the myths and legends
surrounding gods and kings have influenced
writers the world over.
This recording features substantial works, the
composers of which have taken inspiration
from such tales and stories.

LE ROI D'YS
Le Roi d’Ys (The King of Ys) is an opera
in three acts and five tableaux by the
French composer Édouard Lalo, to a
libretto by Édouard Blau, based on the
old Breton legend of the drowned city
of Ys. That city was, according to the
legend, the capital of the kingdom of
Cornouaille.
Lalo was known outside France primarily
for other work, but within France he was
recognised almost solely for this opera.
His first version of the opera was widely
rejected during the 1870s, but the
revised version met with great success
the following decade, becoming his
most successful work for the stage.

It is a story of love and betrayal on the
legendary island of Ys, off the coast of
Brittany. The King’s daughter Margared
loves the warrior Mylio but he is engaged
to her sister Rozenn. On the night of the
wedding, Margared joins forces with the
traitor Karnac and opens the floodgates
to drown the island. However, the
plot is discovered, Karnac is killed and
Margared throws herself into the sea
as the patron saint of the island of Ys,
which causes the waters to recede.
The overture is presented here in the
arrangement by Frank Wright, but with
the original percussion parts of Lalo.

A KING'S LIE
ODIN

FROM THE LAND OF FIRE AND ICE - OP. 76

Odin was commissioned by the Black
Dyke Mills Band and first performed by
them at the International Trumpet Guild
meeting in 1986. It was later slightly
revised by the composer for use at the
National Brass Band Championships of
Great Britain in 1989. It is the revised
version that is presented on this disc.
“In the mist and darkness of the long
harsh winters of Iceland in the ancient
day, flourished the “old religion”, a
baleful and all-powerful influence on the
lives and destiny of those who inhabited
Scandinavia and those remote and
forbidding northlands. It was a barbaric
age of superstition, pagan belief in
magic and violent heroics. In a wild and
hostile land was practiced the secret
ritual of “casting the runes”, those
mysterious stone-carved hieroglyphic
symbols, said to be possessed of magic
powers and capable of foretelling the
future. The cult of Odin was a dark and
malevolent one. He was the god of the

occult and of war; the lord of all the
northlands, guardian of the mystical
secret of the runes and all omnipotent
among the gods.
We are to a large extent direct
descendants of those early Viking
marauders from across the North Sea
and beyond, whose Nordic culture
remains deeply ingrained in many
aspects of our own way of life even
to the present day. Some of the spirit
of aggressive, challenging heroics
has come down to us in the ceaseless
struggle for supremacy, still pursued
symbolically in the prowess displayed in
musical performance. This is particularly
so in the cult of the brass band whose
music of such heroic caste has long
flourished as one of its salient features.
The mystical rites of casting the runes
might be said to be still observed in the
solemn drawing of lots, the numbers
of which are even thought by some to
be imbued with dark and prophetic
qualities, foretelling the outcome of the
imminent conflict.”
(Arthur Butterworth)

A King’s Lie was commissioned by
Brassband Hombeek and dedicated to
Michel Leveugle, former conductor and
chairman of Brassband Hombeek, for
almost thirty years of devotion to the
band.
A King’s Lie is based on the story of
“Floire et Blancheflor”. Both of them
grow up at the court of a Muslim King
in Spain; Floire is the King’s son. Even
though Blancheflor is a Christian girl,
they become friends and eventually fall
in love. When the King discovers this,
he plots a scheme to drive them apart.
He sends the girl away when his son is
studying abroad and constructs a fake
grave for her. He then tells his son the
girl is dead. Floire is desperate and
decides to kill himself. The King then
tells his son the truth and Floire departs
on a journey to get his Blancheflor back.
He finds her at the court of an Emir in
Babylon. The girl is kept as a slave in a
prisonlike tower, full of women. Floire

manages to get inside the tower and
is reunited with Blancheflor. The Emir
discovers the two lovers in bed and
wants to kill both of them. They get a
public trial, in which a young girl stands
up in their defence. She asks the Emir
to forgive them because they are young,
innocent and very much in love.
The title of the piece refers to the
lie the King tells his son when he says
Blancheflor died and shows Floire her
fake grave. This dramatic turn in the
story was the inspiration to write this
piece.
(Stan Nieuwenhuis)

PROMETHEUS
UNBOUND
Prometheus Unbound was composed
for the 1933 National Finals. Foden’s
won the contest, this being the second
of the first three wins of the famous
double hat-trick.
Bantock took as his inspiration a poem
by Shelley, telling the story of the
mythological figure Prometheus, a Titan
god. The Titans were members of the
second generation of divine beings,
descending from the primordial deities
and preceding the Olympian deities –
they were the parents of the gods.
Ancient myths and legends relate at least
four versions of the narratives describing
Prometheus and his exploits with Zeus.
It is said that Prometheus first tricked
Zeus and then further angered him by
returning fire to mankind after Zeus
had previously withdrawn it from them.
Prometheus, in eternal punishment,
is chained to a rock in the Kazbek
Mountain where his liver is eaten daily
by an eagle, only to be regenerated at
night, due to his immortality; the eagle
being a symbol of Zeus himself. Years

later, the Greek hero Heracles slays the
eagle and frees Prometheus from the
eagle’s torment – Prometheus Unbound.

KING ARTHUR

Bantock’s music, however, does not
attempt to follow the course of the
poem, but rather to portray some of the
moods within it.

Overture
Galahad and the Holy Grail
Lancelot and Arthur
The Death of Arthur

SCENES FROM A RADIO DRAMA

King Arthur was the first of 28 scores which Benjamin Britten
composed for the radio between 1937 and 1947. Radio was
in its infancy in the 1930s and King Arthur was a pioneering
project. It was an ambitious dramatisation of the life and times
of King Arthur and his court – part pageant, part play, part
cantata. Britten composed the music during March and April
1937. The 23 year old Britten was the third choice composer
for the project, Arnold Bax and Rutland Boughton having
declined the commission.
BBC writer-producer D. G. Bridson was delighted with Britten’s
contribution, noting in his diary that the music “certainly
comes off like hell!” Britten was less than enthusiastic about
the script, which he considered dull, stilted and uninspiring,
“a pale pastiche of Malory”. He composed 22 music cues, all
derived from two simple and memorable themes. This suite
includes the most substantial orchestral items presented
in narrative sequence, except for the presentation of a wild
dance, as the second item in the Overture. The second
movement presents three of the lyrical items underscoring
Galahad, Merlin’s Spell and a vision of the Holy Grail. The
percussion episode and the galloping theme underscores
Lancelot’s pursuit of Arthur, while the music of the finale
dramatises The Final Battle and Arthur’s Death.
(Paul Hindmarsh)

ENTRY OF THE
GODS INTO
VALHALLA
Entry of the Gods into Valhalla comes
from Das Rheingold, the first of the
four operas that constitute Richard
Wagner’s Der Ring des Nibelungen.
We join the story in Scene 4 where the
gods prepare to enter their new home.
Donner (god of thunder) summons a
storm to clear the air. After the storm
has ended, Froh (god of spring) creates
a rainbow bridge that stretches to the
gate of the castle. Wotan (ruler of the
gods) leads them across the bridge to
the castle, which he names Valhalla.
Fricka (Wotan’s wife) asks him about the
name, and he replies enigmatically that
its meaning will become clear when his
plans come to fruition.
Loge (demigod of fire), who knows that
the end of the gods is coming, does not
follow the others into Valhalla; he tells the
audience that he is tempted to destroy
the gods and all they have deceitfully
acquired. Far below, the Rhine maidens
mourn the loss of their gold and proclaim
that the glory of the gods is only an
illusion.

FODEN'S BAND
In the year 1900, when a small
village named Elworth in Sandbach,
Cheshire wanted a brass band to
celebrate the relief of Mafeking in
the Boer War, Foden’s Band was
born. The band was then adopted
by Edwin Foden, a local industrialist
(from whom they took their name) at
the Foden’s Motorworks. From these
humble beginnings few would have
thought that this band would go
on to win 12 British Open titles, 13
National Championships of Great
Britain and an unparalleled double
hat-trick there in 1932, ’33 and ’34
and in 1936, ’37 and ’38. The band
currently holds the record for the
number of area contest wins with an
unprecedented 18 North West area
titles.
Around the world Foden’s Band
is a trademark that musicians
associate with inestimable class and
musicianship. This fact is reflected in
the wide variety of countries that the
band has toured; Italy, Switzerland,
America, Ireland, France, Norway,
Finland and Israel to name but a few.
The association which Foden’s
has with the most respected and
renowned conductors; Bramwell

Tovey, Allan Withington, Howard Snell
and Michael Fowles has developed the
band’s ever increasing repertoire and
also their standards to unprecedented
levels as well as allowing them to provide
audiences with musically aesthetic
performances as well as stepping outside
the boundaries of the usual brass band
concert repertoire.

Most recently the band cemented itself
as one of the leading Brass Bands in the
world winning a rare and exceptional
“Double”, being crowned 2012 British
Open champions and the 2012 National
Champions of Great Britain. In doing
so the band defeated the very best
bands in Britain at the world’s two most
prestigious competitions.

In 2012, Foden’s set up a youth band to
nurture the very best youth musicians
in the area to become the future of
the brass industry. The Foden’s solo
competition (held annually in November
and staffed by players of the band)
regularly attracts over 170 players from
around the world to compete against
each other at the highest level.

As well as being very successful on
the contest front the band has also
won numerous awards for various CD
releases and regularly appears on BBC
TV and Radio.

MICHAEL FOWLES

Widely regarded as one of the leading
conductors of his generation Michael hails
from the rich musical tradition of North
Staffordshire and is an honours and postgraduate of the Royal Northern College of
Music.
Having worked with many of the
country’s leading bands, Michael is
Musical Director of Foden’s Band and
has a reputation for entertaining concert
programming and high standards
in competition. He is well known for
having transferable skills having won
Championship section contests with 10
different bands either in regular working
relationships or on a freelance basis. As
such he is much in demand both in the
UK and abroad.
Michael is also a member of the
Association of Brass Band Adjudicators

and has officiated at numerous Regional
Qualifying contests, The National Finals,
Butlins Mineworkers Festival and the
Swiss Nationals amongst others.
Educational work also forms an
important part of Michael’s musical
life. He is Course Director of both the
Wessex Band Summer School and
Foden’s Armagh Summer School. As
well as returning to the RNCM as a
regular guest conductor he undertakes
much training work throughout the
UK with bands of all levels from
championship to youth including being
Musical Director of Foden’s Youth Band
and Associate Conductor and Musical
Adviser of Lions Youth Band. He is also
a regular guest conductor for school
and youth workshops in Leicestershire,
Staffordshire and Northern Ireland with
both Brass and Wind Bands.
Michael has written articles and reviews
for both Brass Band World and British
Bandsman, given many première
performances, conducted concerto
appearances of eminent soloists and
directed many commercial CDs and
broadcasts for both BBC Radio 2 and 3.
The relationship with Foden’s Band has
produced high quality concerts and
recordings that have been met with
critical acclaim and awards from the
banding press, in addition to a continued
dominance of the Tameside Whit Friday
circuit.
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